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Infinite Riches 2020-06-30
a potent combination of political metaphorical and mythical storytelling from the
prizewinning author of the freedom artist the scotsman who can be certain where the end
begins said dad shortly before he was arrested for the murder of the carpenter this novel
the conclusion to the trilogy that began with the man booker prize winner the famished
road follows the spirit child azaro who travels between the worlds of the living and the
dead set against the backdrop of a nigerian village in turmoil it is a novel about the
multiple forms that wealth and power can take the challenges of the physical world and
the wonders of the mystical world by an author who has earned numerous literary honors
and whose writing is hailed for its intelligence tenderness poeticism and luminosity
financial times ben okri is that rare thing a literary and social visionary a writer for whom
all three literature culture and vision are profoundly interwoven ali smith author of
autumn

Infinite Riches 1999-02-01
set in an african village this follow up to the man booker prize winning novel is sometimes
whimsical sometimes bawdy fraught with wild visions the times all is not well in the
african village where azaro lives the child narrator of poet and novelist okri s the famished
road who had outwitted death in the previous book again relates the oppressive events
that continue to plague his village and his family while political factionalization shatters
the community s cohesiveness the prodigious bar owner madame koto chief exponent of
the party of the rich alternately exudes portentous metaphysical malaise and miraculous
erotic force little azaro himself touched and distracted by a series of animuses follows the
heels of dad who is a resounding vessel by turns of cantankerous egotism and abased self
sacrifice this nigerian epic reveals a violent provincial world opaque with magical spirits
which place horrendous ethical demands on fragile and fickle humanity as if to test each
individual for a thread of virtuous constancy at the core events drench the essentially
linear narrative with all the ruthless sensuousness of a tropical storm and okri s prose is
lucid and deft publishers weekly okri conjures up the fabulous with the same ease as he
affectingly details the ways of the human spirit in a lovingly evoked african setting
teeming with life both real and mythic stunning kirkus reviews once again we re bedazzled
and bedeviled by okri s phantasmagoric prose and the strange and wondrous sensibility of
azaro a spirit child living in a poor african village booklist both a love story and an account
of the political turmoil between the parties of rich and poor the independent passages of
extraordinary beauty okri paints a convincing surrealist picture the sunday times

Songs of Enchantment 2020-06-30
journey between the land of the living and the spirit world in this magical booker prize
winning novel so long as we are alive so long as we feel so long as we love everything in us
is an energy we can use azaro is a spirit child who in many traditions of nigeria exists
between life and death born into a difficult world azaro awakens with a smile on his face
despite belonging to a spirit world made of enchantment where there is no suffering azaro
chooses to stay in the land of the living to feel it endure it know it and love it this is his
story in a magnificent feat of sustained imaginative writing okri spins a tale that is epic
and intimate at the same time the famished road rekindled my sense of wonder it made me
at age 50 look at the world through the wide eyes of a child michael palin this is a book to
generate apostles people will be moved and with stars in their eyes will pass on the word
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time out ben okri is incapable of writing a boring sentence independent on sunday

The Famished Road 2015-03-31
starbook tells the tale of a prince and a maiden in a mythical land where a golden age is
ending their fragile story considers the important questions we all face exploring
creativity wisdom suffering and transcendence in a time when imagination still ruled the
world a magnificent achievement and a modern day parable starbook offers a vision of life
far greater than ourselves

Starbook 2008-11-21
as one of britain s foremost poets ben okri is rightly acclaimed for his use of language and
as a booker prize winning novelist this skill was shown to particular effect in both starbook
his most recent work and in the famished road in tales of freedom he brings both poetry
and story together in a fascinating new form using writing and image pared down to their
essentials where haiku and story meet thus we discover pinprop the slave to an old couple
lost in a clearing who holds the keys to the universe in his quirky hands then there is the
beautifully dressed black russian on the train helping to film a new version of eugene
onegin later in the chaos of the aftermath of war orphaned children paint mysterious
shapes of bulls birds hybrid creatures and we wonder if grief has unhinged them into
genius and who is that woman who hardly speaks who presses a tiny flower into the palm
of the young boy on the bus and then leaves his life forever tales of freedom offers a
haunting necklace of images which flash and sparkle as the light shines on them quick and
stimulating to read but slowly burning in the memory they offer a different more
transcendent way of looking at our extreme gritty world and show the wealth of freedom
that s available beyond the confines of our usual perceptions

Tales of Freedom 2009-04-02
one of 2019 s most anticipated novels in the times irish times and guardian where fiction s
master of enchantments stares down a real horror and without blinking or flinching
produces a work of beauty grace and uncommon power marlon james winner of the man
booker prize 2015 an impassioned plea for freedom and justice set in a world
uncomfortably like our own by the man booker winner ben okri in a world uncomfortably
like our own a young woman called amalantis is arrested for asking a question her
question is this who is the prisoner when amalantis disappears her lover karnak goes
looking for her he searches desperately at first then with a growing realization to find
amalantis he must first understand the meaning of her question karnak s search leads him
into a terrifying world of lies oppression and fear at the heart of which lies the prison then
karnak discovers that he is not the only one looking for the truth the freedom artist is an
impassioned plea for justice and a penetrating examination of how freedom is threatened
in a post truth society in ben okri s most significant novel since the booker prize winning
the famished road he delivers a powerful and haunting call to arms ben okri is that rare
thing a literary and social visionary a writer for whom all three literature culture and
vision are profoundly interwoven ali smith

The Freedom Artist 2019-02-07
the guardian best children s and ya book of the year an environmental fairytale that
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speaks eloquently to the most pressing issues of our times from the booker prize winning
author of the famished road mangoshi lives with her mom and dad in a village near the
forest when her mom becomes ill mangoshi knows only one thing can help her a special
flower that grows deep in the forest the little girl needs all her courage when she sets out
alone to find and bring back the flower and all her kindness to overpower the dangers she
encounters on the quest ben okri brings the power of his mystic vision to a timely story
that weaves together wonder adventure and environmentalism

Every Leaf a Hallelujah 2022-02-15
an epic of daily life dangerous love is one of ben okri s most accessible and most disarming
novels omovo is an office worker and artist who lives at home with his father and his
father s second wife in the communal world of the compound in which he lives omovo has
both friends and enemies but his most important relationship is with ifeyiwa a beautiful
young married woman whom he loves with an almost hopeless passion not because she
doesn t return his love but because they can never be together set against the backdrop of
a country struggling to come to terms with the aftermath of a recent civil war this is a
story of doomed love of star crossed lovers separated not by their families but by the very
circumstances of their lives

Dangerous Love 2012-10-01
in this enchanting novel from the booker prize winning author a group of world weary
travelers discover the meaning of life in a mysterious swiss mountain village the age of
magic has begun unveil your eyes eight weary filmmakers traveling from paris to basel
arrive at a small swiss hotel on the shores of a luminous lake above them strewn with
lights that twinkle in the darkness looms the towering rigi mountain over the course of
three days and two nights the travelers will find themselves drawn into the mystery of the
mountain reflected in the lake one by one they will be disturbed enlightened and
transformed each in a different way an intoxicating and dreamlike tale unfolds allow
yourself to be transformed having shown a different way of seeing the world ben okri now
offers a different way of reading

The Age of Magic 2024-02-13
in enchantment orson scott card works his magic as never before transforming the
timeless story of sleeping beauty into an original fantasy brimming with romance and
adventure the moment ivan stumbled upon a clearing in the dense carpathian forest his
life was forever changed atop a pedestal encircled by fallen leaves the beautiful princess
katerina lay still as death but beneath the foliage a malevolent presence stirred and sent
the ten year old ivan scrambling for the safety of cousin marek s farm now years later ivan
is an american graduate student engaged to be married yet he cannot forget that long ago
day in the forest or convince himself it was merely a frightened boy s fantasy compelled to
return to his native land ivan finds the clearing just as he left it this time he does not run
this time he awakens the beauty with a kiss and steps into a world that vanished a
thousand years ago a rich tapestry of clashing worlds and cultures enchantment is a
powerfully original novel of a love and destiny that transcend centuries and the dark force
that stalks them across the ages
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Enchantment 2005-05-31
this moving poetry collection from the booker prize winning author finds strength and
hope while reflecting on the complex issues that have burdened africa first published in
1992 ben okri s remarkable debut collection features poems that are now considered
classics and taught in schools and universities worldwide here he plays with the mystique
of the african continent countering simplistic narratives of suffering that have been
imposed on it with vibrant nuanced portraits of the traditions and resilience of african
peoples an invaluable window onto okri s experiences as a nigerian immigrant to the
united kingdom and as a writer discovering his calling these poems also speak to universal
truths about love injustice and the search for meaning

An African Elegy 2024-02-13
in rise like lions booker prize winning writer ben okri has compiled a collection of poems
that celebrate the many voices of politics from polemics and rallying cries to lyrics and
meditations many of these poems have resonated with readers over lifetimes and through
generations from william blake to marvin gaye in exploring the impact political poems
have on ideas vision protest change and truth okri demonstrates how the need for this
strand of poetry is as great as it has ever been and its inspiration just as powerful

Rise Like Lions 2018-04-19
poems of living and loving from booker prize winning author ben okri freedom is the most
precious commodity in the world in this powerful collection the celebrated novelist
essayist dramatist and poet ben okri explores the beauty contained in each one of us the
freedom of our spirit the child within he recalls the death of his father the sacrifices of his
mother the hidden river of edinburgh falling in love he writes about virgil and
mozambique about ringing the bell for freedom the dreams of calliope and the full moon
he enters the fifth circle sings of the roses of spring and aligns the pyramids to the magic
stars this is a rich joyful exciting collection for everyone who loves ben okri s vibrant style
and a perfect introduction to new readers of his poetry ben okri is that rare thing a
literary and social visionary a writer for whom all three literature culture and vision are
profoundly interwoven ali smith a work of beauty grace and uncommon power marlon
james on the freedom artist

Wild 2021-01-07
an epic poem touching on issues of racism intolerance and environmental destructions
from booker prize winning author ben okri there is much to celebrate in the human
journey so far art in all its forms advances made in the fields of technology and medicine
and for many of us the miracle of freedom but there is also much to regret racism
intolerance the destruction of our environment the reality and the legacy of slavery in this
long sustained consideration of the state we find ourselves in ben okri invokes the past to
explain the present and sings out a message of hope the future is still ours to make this
epic poem an anthem for the twenty first century first appeared in the times in january
1999 its message could hardly be more relevant to our present condition discover this
revised edition of an inspiring and extraordinarily tender work ben okri is that rare thing a
literary and social visionary a writer for whom all three literature culture and vision are
profoundly interwoven ali smith
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Mental Fight 2021-01-07
azaro is a spirit child who is born only to live for a short while before returning to the
idyllic world of his spirit companions now he has chosen to stay in the world of the living
this is his story

The Famished Road 1992
from booker prize winner ben okri twelve of his most controversial non fiction pieces form
this collection on the theme of freedom ranging from the personal to the analytical
covering subjects such as art politics storytelling and creativity a way of being free
confirms okri s place as one of the most inspiring of contemporary writers all i wanted to
do was to remind myself at all times to just sing my song to just sing it through all the
difficulties and silences ben okri

A Way of Being Free 2014-10-09
topical and timely booker prize winning author ben okri s new collection of short stories
blur parallel realities and walk the line between darkness and magic is what you see all
there is look again playful frightening even shocking the stories in this collection blur the
lines between illusion and reality this is a writer at the height of his power making the
reader think making them laugh and sometimes making them want to look away while
holding their gaze stories here are set in london in byzantium in the ghetto in the andes in
a printer s shop in spain the characters include a murderer a writer a detective a man in a
cave a man in a mirror two little boys a prison door and the author himself there are
twenty three stories in all each one will make you wonder if what you see in the world is
all there is

Prayer for the Living 2019-10-03
from the author of the 1991 booker prize winner the famished road comes a novel which
carries the reader to an enchanted island it is set in a time and place of fairytales but is
evocative of african consciousness

Astonishing the Gods 1999
ordinary enchantments investigates magical realism as the most important trend in
contemporary international fiction defines its characteristics and narrative techniques and
proposes a new theory to explain its significance in the most comprehensive critical
treatment of this literary mode to date wendy b faris discusses a rich array of examples
from magical realist novels around the world including the work not only of latin american
writers like gabriel garcia marquez but also of authors like salman rushdie gunter grass
toni morrison and ben okri faris argues that by combining realistic representation with
fantastic elements so that the marvelous seems to grow organically out of the ordinary
magical realism destabilizes the dominant form of realism based on empirical definitions
of reality gives it visionary power and thus constitutes what might be called a
remystification of narrative in the west noting the radical narrative heterogeneity of
magical realism the author compares its cultural role to that of traditional shamanic
performance which joins the worlds of daily life and that of the spirits because of that
capacity to bridge different worlds magical realism has served as an effective decolonizing
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agent providing the ground for marginal voices submerged traditions and emergent
literatures to develop and create masterpieces at the same time this process is not limited
to postcolonial situations but constitutes a global trend that replenishes realism from
within in addition to describing what many consider to be the progressive cultural work of
magical realism faris also confronts the recent accusation that magical realism and its
study as a global phenomenon can be seen as a form of commodification and an imposition
of cultural homogeneity and finally drawing on the narrative innovations and cultural
scenarios that magical realism enacts she extends those principles toward issues of
gender and the possibility of a female element within magical realism

Ordinary Enchantments 2004
in every moment we are part of the infinite stories that the universe is telling us and that
we are telling the universe packed with ideas and inspiration the mystery feast offers
numerous pathways into the magical world of storytelling beginning with a poem all we do
booker prize winning novelist ben okri presents his considered thoughts on the purpose
and meaning of stories concluding with a series of condensed notes to the modern
storyteller the collection is completed with a stoku a brief tale on the theme based on
decades of honing his art this stimulating booklet gives a glimpse into the mind of a
master of contemporary storytelling

The Mystery Feast 2015-10-14
this first ever full length study of ben okri s life and work is based on twenty years of
friendship and close attention to his texts it argues that his writing is best appreciated
against the background of his early exposure to the nigerian civil war 1967 70 and his
attempts since then to forge a medium of conciliation through literature we live by stories
okri once wrote we also live in them following him from lagos to london and from obscurity
to recognition fraser interprets okri s successive books as refashionings of his inner and
outer narrative space okri s fiction essays and poems beckon us through the shabby but
vibrant streets of the strife ridden metropolis towards a potential city of justice sincerity
and peace

Ben Okri 2002
one of the most beautiful and profound novels i ve read in ages washington post a magical
take on africa before the arrival of the atlantic slave ships independent takes on the great
riddles of existence new york times by a riverbank in africa two lovers meet for the first
time they make a promise to meet again the next day same time same place but only one
of them shows up this sounds like the beginning of a love story but it s more than that for
this breathtaking tale takes the reader into the heart of a vibrant world a complex and
intriguing civilisation of warriors and kings philosophers and artists parents and lovers a
world and culture which is about to end for glimpsed on the horizon seen but unsuspected
beautiful ships with white sails are waiting

The Last Gift of the Master Artists 2022-08-04
originals introduces intermediate level students to a wide range of authors and
encourages them to develop their english by reading for pleasure the book contains
extracts from classic and modern fiction and non fiction written in english by authors from
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many different countries there are extracts from classic novels and short stories spy and
ghost stories thrillers war fantasy novels a biography and contemporary fiction the texts
has been carefully selected for the level so that intermediate students and those preparing
for the cambridge preliminary english test pet will be able to understand them with the
help of the notes and exercises

Originals with Key 2010-03-04
a collection of exquisitely crafted essays by ben okri one of britain s foremost poets and a
booker prize winning novelist that explore such diverse themes as childhood and creativity
beauty censorship art and politics a single line writes ben okri can lead the mind to
terraces of contemplation naturally it depends on the line and the view this is a collection
of exquisitely crafted essays on themes as diverse as childhood and creativity beauty
censorship art and politics they are responses to the world and the times we live in they
ask unsettling questions they provoke thoughts and they make us dream profound and
enchanting the times there can be no mistaking okri s passion and intelligence a powerful
piece of work sunday telegraph

A Time for New Dreams 2019-05-02
set in the hustle of lagos a series of disturbing events strip the young jeffia okwe of his
innocence and reveal the ruthlessness of his own father the tragic climax of the tale leaves
jeffia cleansed of the sins of his father ready for adult life and optimistic about the future

Flowers and Shadows 1989
based on the author s thesis doctoral university of hong kong 2005

Fiction and the Incompleteness of History 2006
winner of the booker prize for the famished road ben okri is widely regarded as one of the
most important contemporary writers writing today featuring a substantial new interview
with ben okri himself a full bibliography of his creative work and covering his complete
works this is the first in depth study of okri s themes and artistic vision rosemary gray
explores okri s career long engagement with myth nigerian politics and culture and with
the environmental crisis in the age of the anthropocene

The Tough Alchemy of Ben Okri 2020-07-23
a group of angry and ill assorted people accept an invitation to make a journey inspired by
a painting and financed by a mysterious benefactor they set off to discover the real
arcadia or what remains of it their journey begins in ignorance and chaos at waterloo
station and takes them through superstition and myth to harmony in the louvre in front of
poussin s masterpiece they begin to understand in arcadia takes that staple
shakespearean theme of appearance versus reality and uses it to explore the notion of
paradise scotsman
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In Arcadia 2003
twenty five stories twenty five paintings five years to write ten years to paint this is an
extraordinary collaboration between artist and artist the booker prize winning writer ben
okri and the painter rosemary clunie together they have created a world and peopled it
with dreams twenty five fairy tales for adults these narratives are a response to our times
informed by our world but not limited by it imaginative enchanting haunting both
prescient and prophetic twenty five original paintings beautiful playful intimate dreamlike
these works pull you in to a land of colour and vision who can say which came first the
word or image when both grew together out of a long friendship and a creative symbiosis
what if calvino and magritte had combined inspiration what if we could see our world
again with a child s eyes what if there really is a magic lamp

Birds of Heaven 1996
soyinka s greatest novel no one else can write such a book ben okri a high jinks state of
the nation novel chibundu onuzo a financial times and spectator book of the year a
towering figure in world literature wole soyinka aims directly at the corridors of power as
he warns against corruption both of high office and of the soul with a dazzling lightness of
touch and gleeful irreverence much to doctor menka s horror some cunning entrepreneur
has decided to sell body parts from his hospital for use in ritualistic practices already at
the end of his tether from the horrors he routinely sees in surgery he shares this latest
development with his oldest college friend bon viveur star engineer and yoruba royal
duyole pitan payne who has never before met a puzzle he couldn t solve neither realise
how close the enemy is nor how powerful chronicles from the land of the happiest people
on earth is at once a savagely witty whodunit a scathing indictment of nigeria s political
elite and a provocative call to arms from one of the country s most relentless political
activists and an international literary giant more praise for wole soyinka you don t see the
things the same when you encounter a voice like that toni morrison one of the best there is
today a poet and a thinker who knows both how the world works and how the world
should work chimamanda ngozi adichie

The Magic Lamp: Dreams of Our Age 2017-09-07
as breathing is essential for our life to sustain so is criticism for all types of literature to
flourish it regulates and controls quality production of the literary activities it links the
creators of literature to the readers it is of various types say for instance theoretical
criticism practical criticism eco criticism and so on critics of the different languages of the
world have been contributing to the domain of criticism over a wide span of time period
say from bc to ad they have set the yard sticks or the principles or parameters or the rules
of evaluation of literature and collection of such rules is called as literary theories the
present edition modern and ancient literary theories is an exhaustive critical commentary
on the chosen critics of the world level we know the writers have been creating literature
in almost every language which is written and read but who would keep an account of its
worth it may or may not be up to the standard of quality reading and appreciation so it
comes to share of critics to shoulder this responsibility to allow fine quality literature to
flourish and worth less literature to sink down and for this process to administer the
critics need the literary theories which this book supplies in short concise and appropriate
form besides the community of critics the collection of the literary theories is needed by
the young aspirants of literary studies who want to be story writers poets dramatists
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novelists and the writers of the tales these guidelines of literary criticism tell them of the
basic requirements with the help of which these literary genres can be composed these
critical standards also sharpen their literary craftsmanship and intellectuality every year
so many college and university students prepare for their examination and they have to lay
their hand on different books on literary theories but in this book sincere efforts have been
done to induct the study material at one place to minimize the inconvenience that is
caused to the community of the students this book is self sufficient and self explanatory to
deal with the critical standards of the various critics and it will help those readers
pursuing studies in the principles of criticism or literary theories the author would like to
express his sincere thanks to the publisher horizon books a division of ignited minds
edutech pvt ltd and his friend mr maman chand for motivating him to write this book and
mr sunil saini and mr nandan singh for assisting him in the computer work to design this
book special thanks are also due to the members of the author s family who fully helped
him to write this book dr p c cambodia

Chronicles from the Land of the Happiest People on
Earth 2021-09-28
the infinite longing for home is a groundbreaking study of ben okri s and k s maniam s
literary problematization of home in relation to subjectivity and the nation within and
beyond the context of nigeria and malaysia drawing on lacan Žižek laclau and mouffe and
weaving through history politics philosophy and literature this book critically examines the
motives and means by which peoples forced to live together in a country love and hate
each other and overlook the truths about themselves their actions and beliefs it looks into
why some embrace heterogeneity and open endedness while others are internally
compelled to over identify passionately with their religion and race and to posit theirs as
irreducibly distinct from and superior to others the infinite longing for home also traces
through okri s and maniam s writings a way out of today s political aporia a path to the re
creation of a new society humbled and unified by the recognition of its participation in
flawed humanity

MODERN AND ANCIENT LITERARY THEORIES
2021-03-02
food is a defining feature in every culture despite its very basic purpose of sustaining life it
directly impacts the community culture and heritage in every region around the globe in
countless seen and unseen ways including the literature and narratives of each region
across the african continent food and foodways which refer to the ways that humans
consume produce and experience food were influened by slavery and forced labor
colonization foreign aid and the anxieties prompted by these encounters all of which can
be traced through the ways food is seen in narratives by african and colonial storytellers
the african continent is home to thousands of cultures but nearly every one has
experienced alteration of its foodways because of slavery transcontinental trade and
colonization food and foodways in african narratives community culture and heritage takes
a careful look at these alterations as seen through african narratives throughout various
cultures and spanning centuries
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The Landscapes Within 1981
magical realism and cosmopolitanism details a variety of functionalities of the mode of
magical realism focusing on its capacity to construct sociological representations of
belonging this usage is traced closely in the novels of ben okri salman rushdie cristina
garcía and helen oyeyemi

The Infinite Longing for Home 2005-01-01
ben okri is a prolific booker prize winning novelist and essayist but has published only two
collections of poetry the first was an african elegy and the second was mental fight both
were highly regarded thus a third collection is a literary event especially since 13 years
have elapsed since his last as acclaimed for his poetic vision as for the beauty of his
language in these poems okri captures both the tenderness and the fragility as well as the
depths and the often hidden directions of our lives to him the wild is an alternative to the
familiar an essential place in the journey where energy meets freedom where art meets
the elemental where chaos can be honed the wild is our link to the stars ranging across a
wide variety of subjects from the autobiographical to the philosophical from war to love
from nature to the difficulty of truly seeing these poems reconfigure the human condition
in unusual light through their mastery of tone and condensed brilliance

Food and Foodways in African Narratives 2017-04-07
narrating war and peace in africa interrogates conventional representations of africa and
african culture mainly in the twentieth and early twenty first centuries with an emphasis
on portrayals of conflict and peace while africa has experienced political and social
turbulence throughout its history more recent conflicts seem to reinforce the myth of
barbarism across the continent in nigeria rwanda somalia sierra leone uganda kenya
mozambique chad south africa zimbabwe and sudan the essays in this volume address
reductive and stereotypical assumptions of postcolonial violence as tribal in nature and
offer instead various perspectives across disciplinary boundaries that foster a less
fetishized more contextualized understanding of african war peace and memory through
their geographical historical and cultural scope and diversity the chapters in narrating
war and peace in africa aim to challenge negative stereotypes that abound in relation to
africa in general and to its wars and conflicts in particular encouraging a shift to more
balanced and nuanced representations of the continent and its political and social climates
contributors ann albuyeh zermarie deacon alicia c decker aména moïnfar kayode omoniyi
ogunfolabi sabrina parent susan rasmussen michael sharp cheryl sterling hetty ter haar
melissa tully pamela wadende metasebia woldemariam jonathan zilberg toyin falola is the
jacob and frances sanger mossiker chair in the humanities and university distinguished
teaching professor at the university of texas at austin hetty ter haar is an independent
researcher in england

Magical Realism and Cosmopolitanism 2014-09-02
from the pharaohs to fanon dictionary of african biography provides a comprehensive
overview of the lives of the men and women who shaped africa s history unprecedented in
scale dab covers the whole continent from tunisia to south africa from sierra leone to
somalia it also encompasses the full scope of history from queen hatsheput of egypt 1490
1468 bc and hannibal the military commander and strategist of carthage 243 183 bc to
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kwame nkrumah of ghana 1909 1972 miriam makeba and nelson mandela of south africa
1918

Wild 2012-03-22

Narrating War and Peace in Africa 2010

Dictionary of African Biography 2012-02-02
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